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Lt. Cmdr. John C. Waldron Memorial Bridge
Pierre & Fort Pierre, SD

The foundation is an integral part of a bridge, which carries the load of the
superstructure and substructure and transfers it to the underlying ground below.
The new Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge is being constructed of 12 drilled shaft columns
that are drilled into the riverbed approximately 134 feet and filled with close to
64,500 pounds of reinforced steel and 366 cubic yards of concrete. These 12
shafts will connect to 6 bridge bents that will make up the substructure of the
bridge. 

There is much to be done for foundation and substructure work that keeps our
bridges safe. The Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge construction team is working hard to
make sure this bridge is here to stay for decades to come. In our August 27,
2021, issue we explained the initial planning process and how a Steel
Haunched Girder design was selected to replace the current bridge. To support
this design, let’s look at the foundation and substructure that is currently being
constructed. 
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WHERE THE FOUNDATION BEGINS

We are just a click away! 
 Follow us on social media.

The substructure supports the superstructure and distributes bridge load
to the underground shaft foundation. The substructure consists of a
rectangular column placed on top of each shaft, which is then connected
to a capital. Each column and capital combination contain on average of
10,292 pounds of reinforcing steel and 47 cubic yards of concrete. On top
of the capital is a bent cap which connects two adjacent capitals to form a
bridge bent. Each bent cap is filled with approximately 32,703 pounds of
reinforcing steel and 153 cubic yards of concrete. 

It is difficult to see the construction being done below, but this foundation and substructure work is crucial to the safety
and longevity of the new bridge. The current bridge is on its 59th year of life, we are hoping this one outlives the last. 
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Word Reclamation & Fencing is categorized under a primary and secondary North American Industry Classification

(NAICS). Their primary NAICS number is 238910 – meaning – this subcontractor for the Pierre Bridge project is

primarily engaged with site preparation activities. Their secondary NAICS reference number is 238990. This NAICS

code is comprised of industries engaging in specialized trades.

For the past 10 years, Word Reclamation & Fencing, Inc. has been providing fencing, seeding, and erosion control

services. Having industrial, commercial, and residential experience; and being equipped with four tractors, a post

pounder, three disks, two drills, a hydroseeding machine, a rotary mover, and three skid steers, Word Reclamation &

Fencing is prepared for fencing and reclamation needs.

When speaking with Dave Word about Word Reclamation & Fencing’s role in the Pierre Bridge Project, he discussed
their erosion control services. World Reclamation & Fencing will be placing silt fencing (sometimes referred to as “filter
fencing”) at the project location to create a barrier for erosion control. Word Reclamation & Fencing will effectively be
placing, installing, and maintaining the silt fencing. Dave Word estimated a large portion of their efforts in the project will
occur in 2023. Word Reclamation is located in Pierre, South Dakota. 

Project Update
Site construction began November 2020, and the entire project is

expected to be complete by December 2023. Two drilled shafts and

two columns have been completed. The first capital form is in place

with the second one to follow. Capitals are anticipated to be

constructed in the coming weeks. Drilled shaft construction and

substructure construction will continue into Spring 2022. Aggregate

columns have been completed on both sides for foundation

improvements. Tie backs for temporary shoring are being finished on

the Pierre side. Bearing pile for the abutment will be starting on the

Fort Pierre side this month. 
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